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Joan Mueller is one of the foremost scholars on St. Clare and the movement of the Poor Sisters of San 

Damiano. Therefore a comprehensive handbook on Clare and the early movement, especially in light of 

Mueller’s exhaustive research into the »Privilege of Poverty«, is most welcome. The present work is 

divided into three parts. The first situates Clare in her context, in light of St. Francis, the contemporary 

Umbrian milieu, and among other religious of the time. In the second, Mueller reveals Clare to us through 

her extant writings, while paying particular attention to the role of the life of St. Agnes of Rome and Clare’s 

»Form of Life«. Finally, we are offered the full texts of Clare’s writings, so that the reader can fully engage 

in the arguments made throughout the book.

While longer and more specific studies of Clare’s Umbrian context can be found elsewhere, the first part of 

the book offers an informative and up-to-date synthesis. Particularly useful are the copious footnotes, 

which serve as an exceptional field guide to the wide variety of studies about Assisi, the Franciscans, and 

St. Clare, an invaluable tool for the student. Mueller is very careful about her use of sources, and offers in-

depth discussions of her rationales for using them. My only comment here is that when she uses witness 

depositions for the canonization process, she would take more account of the possibilities of 

hagiographical fashioning of reminisces, rather than approaching them as bare legal texts. Indeed later in 

the book Mueller is very sensitive to the possibility of hagiographical refashioning, especially of the 

depositions of Clare’s sisters. The section on Clare’s dogged maintenance of the »Privilege of Poverty« in 

the face of Franciscan and curial opposition is one of the best parts of the text, and reflects Mueller’s 

detailed study of this theme. Especially insightful is Mueller’s command of the Czech sources surrounding 

St. Agnes of Bohemia and her correspondence with Clare over the issue of possessions. At times Mueller 

places a bit too much emphasis on strains between the curia and Clare, but this does help to give the 

issues at hand more definition. 

Chapter four offers a comparative study of four other monasteries who followed the Ugolinian constitutions, 

and which did not have the benefit of the »Privilege of Poverty«. This section presents the rule of Clare in 

decided contrast to propertied monasteries and is very interesting. It would have been good to have a 

longer conclusion at the end in order to make clear the demarcations. One is especially curious to see if 

property, in their cases, led to laxity.

In the second section of the book, Mueller offers excellent textual and contextual analysis of the main 

writings of St. Clare. Placing Clare’s works within her own thought-world is exceptionally valuable and gives 
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us insight into her thought, as she worked up to the creation of her forma vitae. Particularly engrossing is 

the analysis of the life of St. Agnes of Rome in Clare’s works. Coupled with a fine translation, Mueller 

discusses the ways in which Clare wove in St. Agnes of Rome’s life into her texts, using it as a foil for 

understanding her own religious life. Mueller similarly gives an exegesis of Clare’s Form of Life, which is 

quite good, but could have benefitted from some more contextualization in terms of the lived religious life 

of the early thirteenth century. The book usefully concludes with Clare’s extant writings in translation.

This book is well produced and edited, containing eight beautiful and useful illustrations at the back. There 

are only a few spelling errors and a couple of anachronisms, such as the use of the title »Tridentine 

Canon« on 169, whereas the name of St. Agnes was in the Roman canon at least as far back as Pope 

Gelasius I. Similarly phrases like »human rights issue« (p. 84) and ideas about Franciscan approaches to 

the poor (rather than to poverty itself) seem somewhat more as concepts contemporary to us. Such issues 

are entirely tangential, however, to the very great value of the book. 

Overall this is an engaging and serendipitous book. Collecting the results of the industry of Franciscan 

research, especially as it relates to Clare, is a monumental task and Mueller has pulled it off well. The 

wealth of contemporary studies incorporated in this book make it extremely useful to scholars and students 

alike.
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